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In [7] and [8] the problem of determining the finite subgroups of division 
rings with specified centers was investigated. In particular, we were con- 
cerned with determ~ng for which fields K every odd order finite subgroup of 
a finite-dimensional division ring central over K is necessarily cyclic. This 
problem was completely settled for K a local field in [8]. In this paper we 
answer this question when K is an algebraic number field. Our main result 
is the following: Let K be an algebraic number field. Then there exists a 
division ring D finite dimensional and central over K such that D* has a 
noncyclic subgroup of odd order if and only if K contains a primitive q-th 
root of unity for some odd prime q. 
We maintain the notation and terminology of [7J and [8]. Recall that for 
K a field a K-division ring D is a finite-dimensional central division algebra 
over K. The dimension of D over K will be denoted by ED: fcl; we use the 
same notation for dimension of field extensions. We say that D is E-adequate 
if there is an E-division ring containing I). If a finite group G is contained 
in the multiplicative group of a K-division ring, we say that G is K-adequate. 
G is a K-adequate if and only if V(G) is K-adequate where V(G) is the 
minimal division ring containing G; the structure of T(G) was determined 
by Amitsur in [2]. By an A-group we will mean a noncyclic odd order group 
which is a subgroup of some division ring. 
* The preparation of this paper was sponsored in part by NSF Grant Numbers 
GP-29068 and GP-28696. 
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Throughout this paper, K will denote an algebraic number field. We wili 
use freely the CIa~ification theory of K-division rings by means of Hasse 
invariants. Most of the relevant material assumed is outlined in 1’71. Lf p is a 
prime of K and D is a K-division ring, we will denote by inv, D the Hasse 
invariant of D at p. The order of inv, D in QjZ is calied the local indes of D 
at p and denoted by l.i.,D. K, will denote the completion of K at p. For an 
integer ?FZ, E,,~ will denote a primitive m-th root of unity over Q. GaifL ! bc-) 
will denote the Galois group of P, over XC. 
Let E be an abelian extension of Q, D an E-division ring. [D] (the class 
of D in the Brauer group of E) is in the Schur subgroup S(E) if for some m 
the 72 x IZ matrices over D is a simple component of the group algebra over E 
of a finite group, Our first result gives information about when such a D 
is ~-adequate. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a finite ahelian extension of Q, D alz E-&&ion s-ing 
with [D] E S(E), D f t d o m. ex n. If D is A--adequate, then E, G K. 
Proof. Write D as the tensor product of division algebras oi relatively prime 
prime-power indices. Since the class of each of these is in S(E) we may 
clearly assume that n is a prime power 4”. There is nothing to proT?e unless 
g” > 2 so lve assume this is the case. Since the exponent of D equals its 
index, there is a finite prime p such that l.i.vD I== QO for all primes 5j.J of E; 
6j.J / p [3]. Since me are assuming that D is K-adequate, D C D, , D, a K- 
division ring. The division ring in D, generated by D and K is isomorphic 
to D ‘2s KE = D, . Thus Da is K-adequate. Let $1; be a prime of I(, $3 \ p, 
and let ~~ and na be primes (not necessarily distinct) of KE lying over $X 
Then invT1 D, = inv,* D, bp [6, Proposition 33. We will show that this implies 
that inv,; D = inv,,O b where yi = 7~~ n E [the yi not necessarily distinct). 
Let P := p n (K-n E). Then y1 and ye extend 3. ‘;f;e have 
for i = 1,2. Since K!? is normal over K and E is normai over K PI E, 
Thus [K&., : %J = W-K2 : E”,,]. Since invWi D, == [KE=, : i!$J inv.‘,, D and 
D, is a division algebra of index pc, Q { [AZ&,, : El,:, i = 1, 2. Since 
inv,l D, = inrv,” D, , we conclude that inv,,l D = invy, D. 
Now suppose*e,, +! K. By [4, Theorem 11, cqC E E. Let F = K n E n Q?(+) == 
K n Q(+j and let 6 = B n F. By [lo, Satz lo], 9” j p - 1, and so 6 splits 
completely in Q(ene). Let =I ,..., 7rV1> be the complete set of primes of KE 
extending ‘3, yi = ~~ n E. By 18, p. 1391 we see that (n (.‘., r,3 is the 
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complete set of primes of E extending 9 and {‘yr n Q(+),..., yU, n Q(+)) is 
the complete set of primes of Q(+) extending 8. Since S splits completely in 
Q(+) and Q(c~~) + F, we may assume that m1 # ~a , y1 # yz , and 
By [4, Corollary 21, inv.,l D f inv,,;? D, a contradiction. This proves 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a finite subgroup of a division Fing atzd suppose 
V(G) has exponent n. If G is K-adequate, then E, E K 
Proof. Since V(G) E S(Z) where 2 is the center of V(G), the result is 
immediate from Theorem 1. 
We can improve Corollary 2 significantly. Before proving two preliminary 
lemmas we make some observations which will be helpful in what follows. 
Suppose L is a finite extension of K and D is a K-adequate L-division ring. 
Let D C Dl , D, a K-division ring. Let ‘p be a prime of L such that a prime 
q divides l.i.9 D. We have D, (5&L N Centn,(L) g D gL D, , where D, is 
an L-division ring with ([D: L], [Dg : L)] = 1. Thus 4 does not divide 1.i.q D, 
and so the highest power of q dividing 1.i.s Dl aKL is equal to the highest 
power of q dividing 1.i.q D. In general, we let /3(q, m) be highest power 
qB(gTtn) of q dividing m. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be a j&e normal extension of K and let D be a K-adequate 
L-division ring of prime power index qa. Suppose D C Dl , Dl a K-division ring 
of index qbm, (q, m) -= 1. Suppose [L: K] = qcn, (q, n) = 1. Then b = a + c. 
Proof, Since D CD, , we have b > a f c so we need only prove the 
reverse inequality. Let 9 be a prime of K such that qb ( l.i., D, and let 3@ be 
a prime of L extending 9. We have qa > 1.i.q D 2 q’ where Y = 
/3(q, hi. ‘p Dl OK L) by the observation preceeding the statement of the lemma. 
However, Y = b - ,B(q, [LQ : KY] > b - /3(q, [L: K]) since L is normal over 
K. Thus a > b - c so a + c > b, proving the lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let L be a$nite normal extensioTz of K and let D be a K-adequate 
L-division ring of prime power index qa. Let q”m = [L: K], (q, m) = 1. Then 
there is a prime ‘$ of L with 1.i.v D = q* and such that if B = !JJ n K, then 
c = ,%, [L, : K,I). 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Let D C D, , D, a K-division ring 
of index qbm, (q, fn) = 1. Let !@ be a prime of L with hi.9 D = qa and let 
B = !@ n K. By assumption and the fact that L is normal over K, 
c > ,8(q, [I,@ : K9J). W e have a = /3(q, 1.i.b D, &L) = /3(q, 1.i.p DJ - 
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p(y, [Lv : Kg]) > /3(q, l:i., OX) - c = (p, l.i.9 D1) + a - b by Lemma 3. 
Thus b > &, 1.i.g &). Nom let n be a prime of K with b = ,&q, l.i., Or) and 
let 17 be any prime of L extending V. By the above, i.i., D < q”. By the 
observation preceeding Lemma 3, &, l.i., D, QKL) < a. However, 
p(q, Ii., D, @I~ L) = (/3(q, Ii., 4) - P(4, [&I : Krl = b - B(ri, [L, : Kli = 
a f c - /3(q, [LL, : K,,]) < a. Thus c < p(q, [L= : Kr]), contradicting the 
normality of L over K. This proves Lemma 4. 
Let the hypotheses be as in the statement of Lemma 4. It is not true that 
for every prime p ofL with 1.i.q D = qa we have c = /3(2, [Lg : Kg]). 
THEOREM 5. Let G be afinite subgroup of a division ying, F-(G) the minimal 
division algebra containing G, V(G) f ' d o an ew n. Let q” be the highest pou>er qf 
some prime q dividing n and suppose qn > 2. Then theye is a prime p dividing 
the order of G such that the local index of V(G) at any prilrze extending p of Z: 
the center of F’(G), is divisible by qa. Let qd be the highest poz?er of q divid%g 
p - 1. Then n < d and if G is K-adequate, E+ E K. 
Proof. It is well known that the nonzero invariants of I/‘(G) occur over 
primes p dividing the order of G. The assertion that a < d fol!ows from 
[lo, Satz lo]. We must show that eQd E K. Referring to the classification of 
the finite subgroups of division rings in [2] we see that 
for some 1n and Y. Here U,,,, is the cyclic algebra described as follows: U,,, 
has maximal subfield ,O(+J. The center Z contains Q(E~) where s = (r - 1, ~1). 
[Q(E~,J: Z] = 11 where n is the order of Y (mod M). If (T> is the Galois group 
of Q(E,,,) over Z, then U,,, is isomorphic to the cyclic algebra (Q(E,,), 7, c,)* 
By Lemma 5 of [2], n 1 s. Let e = ,B(q, s) so a f ,D. By [2, Lemma 6 and 
Theorem 41 there is a unique prime p dividing 7~ such that 4 7 nB where E, 
is the order of I’ (mod w’), m’pfl(~~~) = m. By [I, Theor. 20, p. 991, 21,,,r g 
D @z I)’ where D is a cyclic algebra of index IJ”, D = (F, CJ, c,), [F: Z] = q”? 
Q(E,,J 3F. Since D has index 4” and @ > 2, there is a finite prime ‘g of Z 
with 1.i.g D = 4”. Let v be such a prime. We have D @z Z, N (FQ , c’, e,> 
where ‘$’ is any prime of F extending ‘?; and [FQ, : Z&j = 4”. By [I? Theor. 
19, p. 981, cf is not a norm from E to Z1; where Fg+ 3 .E 3 Zq , [E: Z,] = q. 
In particular, E is ramified over Z, since c,$ is a unir. By [2, Lemma 9] 
4 { np, where $JJ / p’. Thus p = p’ and so p / p. We have shown that if p is 
the unique prime such that p 1 wz and 4 + n, , then 1.i.q D = qa for all primes 
‘$ of Z extending p. We have also shown that if li., D = qn, then n i pi 
By [2, Formula (I,), p. 3711, e > d. Since Ed E Z, we have egd E Z. 
Since G is K-adequate, so is V(G). Thus D is K-adequate. It follows that 
D, = D I@, KZ is a K-adequate division ring of index qa. By Lemma 4 there 
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is a prime ‘$! of KZ with 1.i.v D - 1 4 c and such that if B = ‘$J n K, then 
j?(q, [KZ: KJ) == /3(q, [KZq : Kg]). As shown above, ‘$3 1 p. 
Suppose end 6 K. Then KZ 3 K(+) + K. Since Q” 1 p - 1, B splits in 
K(cqd). Since K 3 Q(E,) by Corollary 2, d > 2 so &, [K(+): K)] 2 1. Let 
r = ‘$3 n K(E,~). Thus ,6(4, [K(E~~)~ : Kg]) = 0. Since /3(4, [KZ: K(E,~)]) 3 
P(a W, : ~(~&I) and &, [K(E*~): K]) > P(q, [K(E*~)~ : Kg]), we have 
,&A [KZ: KI) > Pk, W’, : &I). Th’ 1s contradiction completes the proof 
of Theorem 5. 
We now prove the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM 5. Let K be an algebraic number jield. Then there exists a 
K-adequate A-group if and only if K 3 Q(EJ fey some odd prime q. 
Proof. If there is a K-adequate A-group then it follows from Corollary 2 
that K 3 Q(EJ for some odd prime Q. Now assume that K 3 Q(E*~), 
K $ Q(++l), where q is an odd prime and b > 1. We begin by proving that 
there exists an odd prime p with the following properties: 
(1) p = l(mod @) but p + l(mod #‘+I); 
(2) p is unramified in K; 
(3) if ?T is a prime of K extending p then [Km : .Q,] is a power of 4; 
(4) there is a prime z of K extending p with K, = Q, ; and 
(5) let d be maximal with [Kr : Q,] = qd for n a prime of K extending 
p and let Z be the subfield of index qb in Q(E~,+~), Z3Q(++,z). Then 
K n Z = Q(+). 
Let E be the normal closure of K over Q and let L = Q(pb+l). Suppose L q E. 
By Bauer’s theorem [9, Theor. 9.1.31 there are infinitely many primes 
splitting completely in E but not in LE. Let p be any such odd prime. Since 
p splits completely in Q(+) but not in L, we have p = I(mod qb), 
p + I(mod @+I). Since d = 0, we may choose p so that (5) holds. Thus p is 
the desired prime in this case. 
Now suppose L C E. Since [KL: K] == 4, there is u E Gal(KL j K) of order 
q. Let 7 be an automorphism of E extending (T. If 7 has order @t, (4, t) = 1, 
and uqc +- vt = 1 (u, v integers), then + is an automorphism of E also 
extending (I. Thus we may assume that 7 has order pc, c > 1. Let K = Q(0) 
and f(;r) = Irr(0, Q). We view Gal(E 1 Q) as a group of permutations of the 
roots off(:x). By the Tchebotarev density theorem [9, Theor. 9.3.11 there are 
infinitely many primes p of Q for which 7 determines the Frobenius auto- 
morphism at p of E over Q; we choose one such p. If 7 has cycle type 
h ,..-, nr] then in QJ~lf(x) factors into irreducible factors of degrees 
n, ,..., n,. . Since 7 has order q”, each ni is a power of q. Since 7 extends (r and 
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G fixes K, ~(0) = 0. Thus some ni = 1. Since the local degrees of the primes 
of K over p are precisely the values 1x1 ,..., 11,. , we see that (2), (3), and (4) 
hold. Since there is a prime of K of local degree one over p and since 
K1 Q(Q), p splits completely in Q(Q). Thus p = l(mod qb). Let 71 be a 
prime of K with 1(, = Q2, and let B be an extension of r to E. Since r 
restricted to KL equals 0 and 7 is the Frobenius automorphism (E ! K/p)> 
it follows that 0 = (KL 1 K/n) [9, Sect. 5.51. Since CT has order 4, v does not 
split completely in KL. Thus p does not split completely in L and so (1) 
holds. Let d be as in (5). Since d depends only on T and not on p, we may 
choose p so that (5) holds. This completes the proof of the existence of the 
desired prime. 
Let (! be as in (5), let 112 := p@+“, s == qb+“, IZ = gb, and let Y satisf! 
r = l(mod qbAd), r has order qb(modp). Let G be the G,,,. group for these 
values. By [2, Formula (I,), p. 3711 G is an &$-group. We will show that G 
is K-adequate. 
The center of V(G) is precisely the field 2 of (5j. Let .Y1 : d, :..., -9,. be 
the primes ofQ(+) extendingp, where P = (4 - 1.)$-l. Let ??J3, be the unique 
extension of :Y; to Z. Since [Z,( : (I,] = 4” we have Zs, 3 K, for any prime 
‘ij- of K extending p. Thus each !& splits completely in’KZ and so IT’(G) = 
I’(G) 13~ KZ is a division ring. We next determine the invariants of IF-(G). 
Let zl = [KZ: Z] and let ‘pi1 ,..., !JJiu be the complete set of primes of 
KZ over ?JJi , i = l,...? (4 - 1) qb-l. Let (a, , -cil, czz >...I be a complete set 
of representatives for units modulo 9”. By [8, Prop. lj we may asstime that 
invQOD V(G) = --nur/qb, invIppz-l V(G) = nlc/qb, w = l,..., q*-l((q - lji2). TYe 
then”have invqCj W(G) = invg,, I’(G) for c = l,..., $-l(q - 1 j. 
Let rrlj = pij n K (the rij are not necessarily distinct). By [8, p. 1391 we 
see that (z;;) is the complete set of primes of K extending b, . For con- 
venience, we denote mTY by +;,ij and KTij by K(i,j). We set p(l,j) = 
[K(i, j): Q,]. Define a map p from (afjj, to the rationals (mod 1) by 
~(+?r~,j)j = -a&i,j)/(p - 1) qd’” and 
p(n-(2zu - 1, j)) = a,& j)/(p -- 1) q”+“. 
We will show that Ci.j p(gij) = 0 (mod 1). 
Let g(N) = Irr(5, Q(E+)). For fixed i, the values of the q(i, j) counting 
multiplicities correspond to the degrees of the irreducible factors of g(xj in 
Q,[.x] since Q(E,~);~ = 0, . Thus for i f k, the sets of values of the g(i,j) 
counting multiplicities is the same as the set of values of the q(k, j) counting 
multiplicities. This holds, in particular, for i -= 2zc,, k = 22~’ - 1 and so 
proves that Ci,j p(zij) = 0 (mod 1). 
By [5, Satz 9, p. 1191 there is a K-division ring D having the folloming set 
of invariants: inv% D = 0 if $3 is a prime of K: $p rp, and inv,5j D = p(ni;j 
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for all i, j. Since a, = 1 for some w and q(i, j) = 1 for some i, j, one verifies 
easily that the exponent of D is (p - 1) qd+b. Let F = K(E, , E~Z~+&). Then 
[F: K] = (p - 1) q”+b and F splits D. Thus F is a maximal subfield of D. 
Since F 12, D 1 Z. Thus D r) KZ and so D r) Cent,(KZ) N D OK KZ. 
We have invvij Cent(KZ) = (invgij D). 
For i = 2~1, me have invv,, j . Cent,(KZ) = --a,/@ = invq2tr.j W(G)(mod 1). 
Similarly, invIp2wL._1 j Cent,(KZ) = invq2w-1 j R’(G)(mod 1) and so W(G) s 
Cent,(KZ). This ‘proves that W(G) CD ‘and so G is K-adequate. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
We observe that Theorem 6 is false if the hypothesis that K be an algebraic 
number field is dropped. For example, let K be any ramified extension of 
degree 3 of QT(-7)r/2. Then K contains a primitive cube root of unity but 
there is no K-adequate A-group by [S, Theor. 11. 
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